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1. INTRODUCTION

Grid Computing is a computing paradigm that coordinates distributed resources for the purpose of solving problems in interinstitutional contexts [1]. Specifically, Computational Grids are distributed environments for resource-demanding applications [2]. In Computational Grids, the main resource is processing power, followed by storage, network resources, and data, which are combined to form a “virtual” and powerful super computer.

Ideally, Grid Computing should provide users with a simple way to implement and deploy their applications in a Computational Grid, or from now on Grid. Thus, researchers have been working on gridification methods to make the task of Grid-enabled applications easier. However, the deployment of any application in a Grid by using a single gridification method has not been achieved yet because of the intrinsic variety of application structures (or anatomies [3]), functionalities, and technologies [4]. Therefore, the topic is subject of active research in the area.

Most gridification methods, materialized later as tools, were developed either to help developers to build Grid applications or migrate their sequential applications. These tools can be divided into two groups according to how they materialize the gridification process. The first group is based on the Application Programing Interface (API) concept, which in this context represents the communication interface between the application business logic and the Grid middleware. Examples of such APIs are JavaSymphony [5], JavaGCL [6], and Java CoG Kit [7]. The weak point of these kind of tools is that calls to the Grid API are unavoidably merged into the business logic code. On the other hand, the second group is composed of more recent tools that materialize semi automatic transformation methods to obtain the Grid counterparts of sequential applications [3, 8]. Examples are JGRIM [9] and EasyFJP [10]. This kind of tools allows users to Grid-enabled applications with low developer intervention, and in many cases, without merging the business logic code with Grid-specific code.

To date, a number of Grid technologies and gridification methods have been applied to CPU-intensive simulation applications [11, 12, 13]. A particular type of simulation are those from the agricultural domain, such as APSIM [13] and Simugan [14]. Agricultural simulation applications are used to simulate many factors such as crop and livestock yields, soil organic carbon content, greenhouse gas emissions, energy balance, among others [15]. Additionally, this type of simulation are climate-driven –affecting pasture growths– and are subject to market uncertainties, which yield different economic outcomes [16]. Thus, the experimentation with agricultural models to reach accurate results makes most agricultural simulation applications big CPU consumers.

Agricultural simulation applications have a common application structure because of the ways their entities (e.g., animal, soil, pasture, and cash crop) and tasks/computations (such as feeding
animals, growing animals, moving animals, growing pasture, growing crop) interact during a simulation. For example, when a rule-driven task is active in a livestock simulation (i.e., animal feeding task with decision capability to increase or decrease pasture allowance to cattle), and then a particular condition is met (lower animal live weight than expected in a given simulation time frame), the task execution flow may unexpectedly change due to the triggering of additional tasks. This is the case when for example extra feeding is not possible within the same feeding paddock, so a move-animal-to-the-following-paddock task activates and runs. Moreover, Jones et. al. [17] have pointed out that agricultural simulation applications have a similar modular structure from an architectural perspective. This similarity is evidenced in the entity-task relationships mentioned above, where entities represent parts of the biophysical system (e.g., a farm) and tasks represent the actions that modify and operate on these entities. In addition, certain rule-driven tasks are conditionally applied depending on simulation status, creating new task activation chains. Consequently, many task execution flows are implicit because of the modifications in the tasks execution order. Then, the common architecture for agricultural simulation applications combine workflow structures together with event-based elements.

Therefore, this essential similarity (i.e., common architecture) could be exploited by a gridifier as a common application anatomy that could be parallelized to improve overall simulation performance. In this line, many ad-hoc Grid developments for agricultural simulation applications have indeed arisen in past years. For example, APSIM [13] is an agricultural simulation tool that was gridified [15] in order to decrease the execution time of a particular experiment. This experiment, which consisted of 325 scenarios of 122-year simulation each, could have taken 30 years in one computer in its sequential form, but after the gridification the experiment took 10 days. The gridification of APSIM was carried out by using an API-oriented tool, so the Grid code was spread within the business logic code. For that reason, expert developers were needed to implement, test, and maintain the code [3].

Moreover, semi automatic gridifiers, such as CAMELotGrid [18] and EasyFJP [10], and those described in Mateos et. al. [3] avoid Grid code intrusion in the business logic code, which in turn require less user expertise, among other benefits. Because of their code structure, however, these tools cannot completely satisfy the parallelization opportunities offered by agricultural simulation applications. For instance CAMELotGrid and EasyFJP were designed to gridify Cellular Automata and divide and conquer applications, respectively. As we will explain below, it is very expensive and even impractical to adapt an agricultural simulation application to the anatomy supported by existing tools.

This article introduces a new gridification method, called Agricultural Simulation Applications Gridifier (ASAG), in order to support the gridification of agricultural simulation applications. This method aims to exploit parallel opportunities of agricultural simulation applications taking into account inherent characteristics such as interactions between entities and tasks, and implicit execution flows. This method also promotes the benefits of traditional gridifiers, namely separation of business logic and Grid behavior, performance increase, and low expertise in parallel computing by users. This latter feature is very important in disciplinary domains such as Agriculture, where users should be more focused on modeling and performing simulations rather than handling Grid technologies to scale out their applications. The gridification method implementation, called JASAG (Java ASAG), was implemented by using the Java programming language to operate cluster environments. This was done in order to test the viability of the proposed gridification approach.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related gridifiers. Section 3 details the proposed gridification method. Section 4 describes the implementation of the new gridification method in a software tool. Section 5 presents the results and evaluation of the gridification method with a real agricultural simulator called Simugan [14]. Finally, Section 6 presents the conclusions and future works.
2. RELATED WORK

Broadly, the main objective of semi-automatic gridifiers is to ease the task of Grid-enabling applications. These tools are designed to keep developers' focus on business logic implementation and testing [3] as much as possible, rather than dealing with Grid programming. After implementation, the code is gridified to turn it into Grid-enabled code. For this purpose, a variety of gridifiers were developed in order to allow users to quickly Grid-enable different types of applications. The main difference across gridifiers lies in certain known aspects [3], namely application code anatomy, gridification granularity, code intrusiveness, developer usage limitations, and middleware support, which are explained below in the context of the most relevant related work. From now on, by “gridifier” we mean tools promoting sequential code transformation methods and not API-based gridifiers.

2.1. Anatomy

In order to be successfully gridified, an application that has to be run on a Grid environment should obey an anatomy [3]. In that sense, the pure workflow anatomy prescribed by DAGman [19, 20], Pegasus [21], Triana [22], Taverna [23], GridFlow [24], g-Eclipse Workflow Builder [25], Kepler [26] is commonplace in the literature and it is mostly used in scientific applications. With the workflow anatomy, the application functionality is represented as an ordered task set, where the order is manifested as task dependencies. Additionally, dependent tasks can also use the data flow [27] anatomy, which allows dependent tasks to execute in parallel to gradually process data right after non dependent tasks, like Unix pipes [28]. In that sense, Askalon [29] supports the data flow anatomy only, while Triana, Kepler and Java CoG Kit enhance the workflow anatomy with data flows.

The divide and conquer code anatomy, alternatively, uses recursion to hierarchically divide a problem into many small problems (i.e., tasks) that can be resolved in parallel. Once each small problem has been resolved, the overall problem result is derived from each small problem result. This anatomy is supported by recent tools such as Sync Generator [30], EasyFJP [10], and BYG [31]. BYG can also be configured to support Bag of Task (BoT) anatomy. The BoT anatomy is presented as a set of fully independent tasks that can be run in parallel and are controlled by a single master task.

The component-oriented anatomy is based on reusable software pieces which are compounded in a loosely coupled fashion to form a larger system. This anatomy is found in JGRIM [9], where specific components from the original sequential application are transformed into Mobile Grid Services (MGS) whose functionalities are exposed via Web Services. After transformation, each MGS is able to interact with other MGSs and indirectly use middleware-level Grid services such as resource management, mobility, and thread execution.

Another anatomy is Cellular Automatas (CA), which is used by CAMELotGrid [18]. A CA consists of a finite matrix of state cells where each cell has neighbor cells. An initial state is selected by assigning a state to each cell. The CA evolves in discrete steps where the state of each cell and its neighbors is changed according to mathematical models. CAMELotGrid supports CAs in a simulation environment where natural system applications are modeled by a large number of simple elements (the cells of the automata) with local interaction only (the neighbors).

Lastly, GEMLCA [32], GRASG [33], and GriddLeS [34] use binary codes to gridify applications. In that sense, these tools wrap the binary code of an application with a single-threaded Grid application in a black box fashion. Thus, these kind of tools do not define a particular code anatomy and are ideally used in closed execution environments where source codes are compiled to specific hardware platforms and operating systems.

2.2. Gridifier granularity

Gridifier granularity is a qualitative metric that attempts to measure the amount of functionality a gridified piece of software has [3]. Basically, when Grid-enabled, these pieces of software are associated execution units (jobs or tasks) for which the Grid directly provides scheduling and...
execution services. Despite gridifier granularity takes continuous values, it is usually discretized for practical reasons as: heavy-weight, medium-weight, and light-weight. Thus, heavy-weight are those pieces of software with a great amount of functionality whereas light-weight are those providing little functionality.

Tools which generate heavy-weight gridified pieces of code such as GEMLCA, GRASG, and GriddLeS are characterized by the gridification of the whole input binary code. This means that the application is seen as a “black box” from the tools point of view. After gridification, parallelization opportunities are limited to running multiple instances of the entire Grid-enabled application in parallel.

Tools which generate medium-weight gridified pieces of code are mostly those that follow the workflow approach, the BoT anatomy, and component-oriented. First, under pure workflow based tools such as the ones mentioned above, applications comprise many dependent tasks with specific functionality, which means that each task will start its execution when the tasks on which it depends on have finished. Second, similar to workflows, under the bag of tasks anatomy (a configurable option of the BYG tool) tasks are independent from each other and can run in parallel if enough computational resources are available. Lastly, in component-oriented tools such as JGRIM, applications consist of many components where each component is independent from each other as well, so they can run in parallel.

Finally, tools which generate light-weight gridified pieces of code are those supporting the divide and conquer paradigm, workflows which support data flow communication between dependent tasks, and tools which use the Cellular Automata anatomy. Tools with the divide and conquer support, such as Sync Generator, EasyFJP and BYG, support parallelism inside Java methods. This means that individual methods or parts thereof in the application to gridify are mapped to different execution units in the Grid-enabled application. Moreover, workflow based tools such as Triana, Askalon and Kepler allow two dependent tasks to run concurrently but at the same time communicating data via a producer-consumer data interchange strategy. Finally, tools using the Cellular Automata anatomy, such as CAMELOTGrid, enable for automata division into many smaller automatas that can be processed in parallel.

2.3. Intrusiveness

Intrusiveness indicates to what extent the Grid aware code is merged with the business logic application code after the gridification process has been applied [3]. In that sense, GEMLCA, GRASG, GriddLeS, EasyFJP, BYG, JGRIM, CAMELOTGrid, and most of the workflows mentioned above do not merge the Grid aware code with the logic code. GEMLCA, GRASG, and GriddLeS operate based on binary codes, so the source code is not modified at all. Furthermore, JGRIM and EasyFJP use Dependency Injection [35], a mechanism for separation of concerns very popular in Web applications, to avoid merging grid related code with the application logic. Moreover, BYG modifies Java bytecodes, acting as a post-processor after the Java compiler. Under CAMELOTGrid, an input automata is automatically divided at runtime depending on the computational resources needed, but the automata described by the user in the application code is not altered. Furthermore, most workflows are modeled by users without taking into account Grid programming details because these tools provide transparent methods to gridify workflows without changing their code.

On the other hand, tools that somewhat merge the Grid code with the application logic code are Sync Generator and some workflows tools such as Taverna and Kepler, which require the user to define the Grid node where high resource consumer tasks are to be executed. Sync Generator needs that all parallel candidate methods be manually annotated in the application code prior to gridification.

2.4. Application restrictions

Even when gridifiers aim to fully isolate users from Grid programming details and source code modifications in the input application, users should keep in mind certain implementation restrictions before starting to use some tools in case they want to gridify their application effectively. GEMLCA,
GRASG, and GriddLeS are restriction free because they gridify the whole application binary code, and thus source code modifications do not apply.

However, if developers use Sync Generator, JGRIM, EasyFJP or BYG, the whole application should follow some Java code conventions so that the gridification process works correctly. Java conventions to follow are Serialization, plus the JavaBeans design pattern [36] (with the exception of Sync Generator). This does not mean to merge business logic code and Grid code, but to slightly modify the sequential application code so as to obey these source code conventions. For example, in BYG, Java classes that will be interchanged between the Grid nodes have to implement the java.io.Serializable interface so that computations can be deployed on nodes where these classes are not initially available.

On the other hand, CAMELotGrid and the workflows mentioned above are more restrictive because the whole application code should respect the anatomy supported by each gridifier. These tools provide an Integrated Development Environment (IDE) where the user defines cells and mathematical functions in the case of CAMELotGrid, and task and dependencies in workflows tools. Thus, every application functionality should be “formatted” in this way, which might be impractical and time-consuming.

2.5. Execution environment

Gridifiers, such as CAMELotGrid, Sync Generator and most workflow tools, generate parallel codes targeting a specific middleware. This dependency between the application and the middleware may be problematic, for instance if the middleware project is cancelled, or the middleware evolves, thus affecting the functionality of the gridifiers. For example, at the moment the Grid community adopted Service Oriented Architecture (SOA), and particularly Web Services, they were still under development. Furthermore, when robust and stable Grid infrastructures based on Web services were developed, both Grid infrastructures and related applications had to be consequently adapted [37].

On the other hand, GEMLCA, JGRIM, EasyFJP, and BYG provide some extension and plugging mechanisms, which breaks the application middleware dependency. For example, EasyFJP includes an ExecutorManager API that defines middleware-level abstractions, which particularly employs the well-known builder pattern [10] to instantiate proxies to specific middlewares.

2.6. Discussion

Table I summarizes the gridifiers mentioned throughout the previous subsections.

It is worth noting that the analyzed gridifiers do not cover all the requirements of agricultural simulation applications, so they are not appropriate to gridify this kind of applications. The main drawback observed is the application anatomy prescribed by each tool. In that sense, it is not appropriate to model an agricultural simulation application with their task-entity relationships in matrix arrays of states cells related by a mathematical function as CAMELotGrid suggests. The complexity of developing, testing and maintaining a whole-farm system represented in CA format could be unmanageable. Then Sync Generator, BYG, and EasyFJP, which exploit the divide and conquer anatomy, are built around the recursion concept, which can not be elegantly applied to process dependent tasks that iteratively modifies an entity set. On the other hand, heavy-weight tools, that wrap all application binary code with no anatomy restriction (e.g., GEMLCA), and medium-weight tools, such as tools following the component-oriented anatomy (e.g., JGRIM) and workflows that do not support the data flow anatomy, prevent the application from taking advantage of light-weight parallelization opportunities offered by agricultural simulation applications, as it will be seen in the next section.

Besides, workflows that support the data flow only anatomy, such as Askalon, or workflows that are combined with the data flow anatomy, such as Taverna, Pegasus and Kepler, are not focused in the relationship task-entity presented by agricultural simulation applications [14, 41, 42, 13, 43, 44]. In these applications entities are first-class objects, which means that they can be passed as a parameter, returned from a subroutine, or assigned into a variable as is [45]. These entities are composed by attributes that represent the entity status, and an attribute could be associated to a primitive type –such as integer or float–, or another entity or list of entities. So, tasks change...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Work</th>
<th>Anatomy</th>
<th>Granularity</th>
<th>Intrusiveness</th>
<th>Restrictions</th>
<th>Middleware</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GEMLCA [32]</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>Heavy-weight</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Independent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sync Generator [30]</td>
<td>Divide and conquer</td>
<td>Light-weight</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Code conventions</td>
<td>Satin [38]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EasyFJP [10]</td>
<td>Divide and conquer</td>
<td>Light-weight</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Code conventions</td>
<td>Independent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BYG [31]</td>
<td>Bag of tasks; Divide and conquer</td>
<td>Medium-weight; Light-weight</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Code conventions</td>
<td>Independent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAMELotGrid [18]</td>
<td>Cellular automata</td>
<td>Light-weight</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Unique anatomy</td>
<td>Globus [39]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workflow tools [40]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Specific middleware, at the exception of g-Eclipse Workflow Builder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Askalon</td>
<td>Data flow</td>
<td>Light-weight</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Unique anatomy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taverna, Pegasus and Kepler</td>
<td>Workflow and data flow</td>
<td>Medium-weight and fine-weight</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The rest of the workflow tools</td>
<td>Workflow</td>
<td>Medium-weight</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASAG</td>
<td>Workflow and data flow</td>
<td>Medium-weight; Light-weight</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Code conventions</td>
<td>Independent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I. Summary of gridifiers

the entities status by updating their attributes, and the same set of entities flow from task to task. Contrarily, workflow tools load input data from files storing lightly-structured data (e.g., flat records, byte/number streams, tabular data), thus they could not take advantage of the hierarchical entity structure to improve parallelization and distribution via entity-centric speeding up techniques. For example, an entity, contrary to a file or pieces of it, could be easily made identifiable all over a Grid because it represents a particular biophysical element of a particular farm, so it could be stored/replicated by using distributed key-value databases and processed in any node of the Grid.

Moreover, these workflows aim to enable rapid analysis of large amounts of data for scientific applications. For example, in Altintas et. al. [46], bioKepler was created to facilitate the development of Kepler workflows for integrated analysis of large DNA sequence dataset. Moreover, in Qin et. al. [47] the language for describing applications of the Askalon workflow tool was extended to support large heterogeneous datasets. Hence, Grid workflows which support the data flow anatomy are in general focused on large-scale data processing. However, agricultural simulation applications handle a moderate amount of data in the form of entities which represent the biophysical system given by the farm. Lastly, workflows tools aim at scientific environments where scientists need to model their experiments in a simple and fast way. However, the availability of workflow tools in this context have produced a lack of standardization and simplicity in the sense that scientists who are neither software developers nor scripting language experts use these tools [48].

It is worth to notice that an agricultural simulation application could be gridified by using workflow tools as well as CA or the tools which exploit the divide and conquer anatomy, but
the design of the application would be forced to be compliant to the anatomy expected by these tools. Additionally, many agricultural simulation applications are already built, so the re-factoring process could be very expensive. In the area of gridification technologies, it is already known that re-engineering sequential codes prior to obtaining their parallel counterpart is effort demanding [3], and thus gridification approaches based on compilation unit modification only–i.e., the one followed in this work–are preferred [3]. An example evidencing this situation–which happened before the proposed method by this paper was completed–in the studied domain is APSIM, which was manually gridified without re-factoring it to these gridification tools [15]. This tool was gridified to answer a particular domain question about wheat growth in certain areas of Australia, and the parallelization and distribution was based in climate-soil sub-areas that are homogeneous. So, if the question or the studied sub-areas change, the parallelization and distribution strategy may be outdated. In that sense, ASAG, which is based in the entity-task anatomy to which APSIM adheres [13], could be used while providing more flexibility.

Given these facts, ASAG is proposed to support the gridification of applications by exploiting the workflow-data flow anatomy combination for cleanly modeling task-entity interactions, as it will be seen in the next section. However, unlike the analyzed tools, our method simultaneously promotes other known benefits of gridifiers [3], namely medium-weight and light-weight gridification granularities, low code intrusiveness, and middleware independence.

3. GRIDIFICATION APPROACH

As mentioned earlier, many agricultural simulation applications written in object-oriented languages often consists of two types of well-defined elements. The first type of element represents the entities that model the biophysical system, and the second type of element represents the actions, also called tasks, that modify the contents of these entities. This two-element organization can be found for example in the models proposed by Machado et al. [14], by Romera et al. [41], by Goodet al. [42] and by Keating et al. [13], as well as the frameworks proposed by Sherlock et al. [43] and Hillyer et al. [44]. Additionally, Jones et al. [17] described how an agricultural simulation model should be designed, suggesting the use of this organization. Overall, the common behavior of these models lies in the interaction between entities and tasks. Depending on its functionality, each task modifies properties from a subset of the biophysical entities, which may in turn activate more tasks. Thus, the interaction between tasks is implicit through the modification of shared entities.

Figure 1 summarizes the model and behavior mentioned above, where a biophysical entity has properties representing an element of a real biophysical system, such as an ANIMAL. For example, the entity ANIMAL has properties such as live weight, live weight gain, pasture intake and supplement intake. Moreover, entities can be grouped in container entities, where the entity ANIMAL can be grouped in a container entity called HERD. The entity HERD has properties such as pasture allocation and feed supplementation, and all instances of HERD could be in turn grouped in an entity FARM. In this way, a complete biophysical system such as a farm may be designed starting with a single “father” entity that is composed of smaller (container or simple) entities.

On the other hand, a task modifies entities depending on its respective purpose (Figure 1). There are two types of tasks, namely the tasks that are expressed as a mathematical model that updates entity properties or property update tasks, and the ones that move, add, or delete sub-entities to/from a container entity, or rule-driven tasks. An example of the first type of tasks are the Intake and Grow tasks that act on entities ANIMAL updating the properties pasture intake and supplement intake, and live weight and live weight gain, respectively (Figure 1). Likewise, an animal reproduction task on an entity HERD that creates a new entity ANIMAL (new born) is an example of the second type of task (Figure 1).

Property update tasks need entities and their properties as input to update properties of the same or another entity. When this kind of tasks are followed by another property update task which modifies the same entity type, a data dependence occurs. Therefore, after the modification of an entity by a property update task, the entity is released and now can be modified by the follower property update task. In short, a data dependency between such tasks may exist because tasks need information...
produced by other tasks. An example of task dependency is represented by a task that estimates intakes of entities ANIMAL and another task that grows entities ANIMAL (Figure 1). The intake animals task updates the properties pasture intake and supplement intake, and the grow animal task uses these property computed values to calculate the new value of the properties live weight gain and live weight.

Rule-driven tasks move, add, or delete entities and may also modify properties of different type of entities. In this context, “rule-driven” means that after performing modifications, some conditions may produce that another rule-driven or properties update task start its execution. For example, a calf birth during the execution of a reproduction task may imply that the amount of pasture in the current animals paddock is not enough for feeding the herd, so a move animals task that changes the PADDOCK where the HERD is eating or a re-assignation pasture task that updates the property pasture allocation of the HERD should be executed.

Figure 1 also shows that these task-entity interactions take place during a simulation step. A simulation step is defined as a fixed time unit, such as second, minute, hour, day, month or year. As can be seen, a simulation is composed of at least one step.

As a consequence, during a simulation step, entities and property update tasks generate a data flow execution model (Figure 1, from left to right) while rule-driven tasks generate a task flow execution model with an added implicit execution flow because of the conditional calls between tasks, which are asynchronous events that can be caught by another task to react to special simulation conditions.

From the point of view of this gridification approach, property update tasks are the most important ones, as it was suggested above, this kind of tasks acts on sub-entities of a father entity, thus modifying their property values via mathematical models. These models, although not extremely costly from a computational perspective, are executed a huge number of times, which make them costly in the end. From a programming perspective, property update tasks often present the following code structure, which is illustrated in the context of the tool discussed in the following Section:

```java
class TaskN{
    // ...
    public void step(Entity e){
        for(SubEntity eSub : e.getSubEntities()){
            propertiesUpdate(eSub);
        }
    }
    // ...
}
```

Figure 1. Agricultural simulation applications: Overview
This task code structure generates data flow dependencies at different entity levels, which means that when a task finishes processing an entity, this entity can be processed by another dependent task. The tasks that feed and grow entities ANIMAL, such as the ones in the example above, have the code structure presented, where the feed task updates intake-related properties, while the grow task updates weight-related properties. This data dependency, called data flow dependency, is present when input variables—i.e., entity properties—of the mathematical model of a task are output variables of the mathematical model of another task.

Data flow-like task dependencies are applied by different parallel strategies [49, 50, 51]. These parallel strategies start the execution of two communicating tasks together and the dependent task will block until the non dependent task releases or finishes modifying the properties of a particular entity. Figure 2 shows that Grow is modifying Entity Animal1 (right side of the Figure), but that entity had firstly been modified by Intake (left side of the Figure), which had released it and now it is modifying Entity Animal2. Thus, the two tasks are running concurrently using a producer-consumer data scheme. In this sense, our gridification method exploits an ad-hoc data flow parallel strategy between property update tasks, as will be explained in the next Section.

![Figure 2. Agricultural simulation applications: Grow depends on Intake](image)

However, a data flow strategy is not enough to represent an agricultural simulation application. In fact, rule-driven tasks, which may produce the execution of other task, and change entity structures by adding, deleting, and moving entities from one container entity to another, do not present the same code structure as property update tasks. This kind of tasks may act in a conditional manner and does not rely on repeatedly executing mathematical models. From a programming perspective, rule-driven tasks share the step() method, but the content of the method vary from rule-driven task to rule-driven task. The next pseudo code illustrates an example of a rule-driven Task, where in the first part of the step() method the calculation is done, and in the second part if some condition is met a new event is thrown:

```java
class TaskX{
    ...
    public void step(Simulation s) {
        // calculation part
        doSomething(s);

        // event part
        if (someCondition) {
            Event evt = new SomeEvent(this, s);
            EventManager.fireEvent(evt);
        }
    }
}
```

All in all, our new gridification approach supports the combination of task flow and data flow mechanisms [52]. Besides, the approach benefits from dependent tasks with data flow capabilities and takes advantage of performance improvement opportunities with a task flow parallelization strategy.

In addition, inserting parallel code to an agricultural simulation application should be implicit from the programmer’s perspective. Thus, developers should focus on writing the business logic code of their agricultural application regardless of the parallel execution sentences. Then, by using the tool that materializes the ASAG gridification approach, the programming language sentences related to parallel execution are included automatically during the compilation stage of the simulation application. Conversely, when relying on explicit Grid programming, developers manipulate methods offered by middleware APIs to orchestrate parallel computations. This alternative can generate better execution times, but developers with expertise in parallel computers are strongly recommended to perform gridification [3].

In short, ASAG exploits agricultural simulation application anatomy to enhance the overall execution performance, minimizing the insertion of parallel code into dependent tasks to maintain code readability. In addition, this approach provides users with:

- Middleware independence: Grid middlewares that support master-worker parallelism can be easily interchanged.
- Low expertise: Developers with high expertise in parallel programming are not required. This achievement is fundamental because of the agricultural application domain, where most of the work group members lack high expertise in parallel programming. However, the developer may modify the generated code with explicit parallelism in case an improvement is required [53].

In summary, ASAG offers agricultural simulation applications represented by the structure described above the opportunity to be gridified. From existing gridifiers, ASAG combines the fork and join concept [4] (many instances of a task are allowed to execute with concurrency managed automatically), low intrusiveness characteristics, and middleware abstraction. Again, the contribution of this approach is the gridification of these applications which are modeled as task-entity interactions by combining task flow-data flow parallelization strategies.

4. JASAG

The Java Agricultural Simulation Applications Gridifier (JASAG) is the tool that implements the ASAG gridification method explained previously for Java middlewares and applications. The selection of Java as a first implementation of the method is due to the popularity gained by this language due to its “write once, run anywhere” property that promotes platform independence, which is very useful for implementing distributed platforms, and the fact that its delivered performance is competitive with respect to that of conventional HPC languages [54]. Additionally, the agricultural simulator used in the experiments described in Section 5, i.e., Simugan [14], is also implemented in Java.

JASAG supports the ASAG gridification method by providing two separate but related software elements (Figure 3). The first one, called Gridificator, is responsible for helping users to turn sequential application codes into a parallel, distributed application codes. The second element, called Framework, is a framework that provides parallel and distributed execution support for the agricultural simulation application obtained from the compilation of gridified codes produced by the Gridificator.

4.1. The Gridificator

The Gridificator is implemented as an Eclipse plug-in. This plug-in helps users to indicate in their own code the biophysical entities, the tasks, and the relationships between them. Based on this
information, the plug-in produces parallel code exploiting task flow and data flow dependencies. Thus, the plug-in divides its activities in two stages. The first stage is where the users identified in their own sequential source code biophysical entities, tasks and task dependencies. The second stage is where the sequential code transformation is carried out, and the Grid-enabled code which uses the functionality implemented in the Framework element is obtained.

In the first stage, by using the plug-in graphical interface, a user identifies entities, tasks and dependencies in his/her source code, which are compiled by the plug-in into an XML file like the following:

```xml
<configuration>
  <!-- biophysical entities -->
  <entity name="simulation" class="path.to.class.Simulation"/>
  <entity name="farm" class="path.to.class.Farm"/>
  <entity name="herd" class="path.to.class.Herd"/>
  <entity name="animal" class="path.to.class.Animal"/>

  <!-- tasks -->
  <task name="growPasture" class="path.to.class.Reproduction"/><!-- rule-driven task -->
  <task name="adjustAnimalAllowance" class="path.to.class.Reproduction"/><!-- rule-driven task -->
  <task name="intake" class="path.to.class.Intake"/><!-- property update task -->
  <task name="grow" class="path.to.class.Grow"/><!-- property update task -->
  <task name="reproduction" class="path.to.class.Reproduction"/><!-- rule-driven task -->
  <task name="pregnancyTest" class="path.to.class.PregnancyTest"/><!-- rule-driven task -->

  <!-- dependencies -->
  <task flow dependency -->
</configuration>
```
The XML shows the entity-related tags (lines 2 to 6), the task-related tags (lines 8 to 14), and the dependency-related tags (lines 16 to 29). The attributes of entity and task tags are the name of the element tag and the path to the class that implements that entity or task in the source code. The dependency tag is composed of the source and destination attribute, which point to a name of a task tag defined elsewhere in the file. If the dependency tag does not contain an entity tag, it is a task flow dependency. Otherwise, it is a data flow dependency. The dependency defined in lines 21 to 24 was shown in the example of Section 3, which involves the property update tasks Intake and Grow and its data dependency. All task classes have a `step()` method, which is where the main difference between property update tasks and rule-driven tasks source codes lies. The inner structure of this method vary from rule-driven task to rule driven-task, but property update tasks have a similar “for” statement which cycles entities to access their properties or decomposing them (father entities). The source code of the property update task Intake before applying the gridification process would look like:

```java
public class Intake {
    public Intake() {}

    public void step(Simulation simulation) {
        for (Animal animal : simulation.getFarm().getAnimals()) {
            animalUpdate(animal);
        }
    }
}
```

In case of the property update task Grow the source code is almost the same, but the difference lies in the mathematical algorithm implemented in the `animalUpdate(animal)` method (see line 6).

Then, in the second stage with the sequential source code and the XML file generated in the first stage as input, the gridifier modifies the task source code depending on the framework components where it would be hooked. Thus, after the gridification process, the Intake task source code would be (the Grow task would be modified in a similar way):

```java
public class Intake implements Task {
    public Intake() {}

    // get and set for intermediary

    public void step(Simulation simulation) {
        for (Animal animal : simulation.getFarm().getAnimals()) {
            SubTask<Animal> subtask = new SubTask<>(animal, getID());
            public void processEntity(Animal animal) {
                animalUpdate(animal);
            }
            intermediary.execute(subtask);
        }
    }

    @Override
```

As illustrated, both the Intake task and the Grow task implement the interface Task and have an Intermediary attribute at line 4, which are part of the Framework (Section 4.2), in order to execute tasks in a parallel and distributed way. Now, inside the step() method (line 9) an instance of the SubTask class is created, and the implementation of its abstract method processEntity(entity) is the sequential animalUpdate(animal) method. Then, at line 13 the Intermediary is called with this sub-task as a parameter. These lines involve an interaction with the library which enables data flow distributed/parallel execution. Finally, a run() method is added at line 18 because the Task interface implements the java.lang.Runnable interface. This run method calls the step method inside its body, which enables task flow distributed/parallel execution. Thus, in rule-driven tasks the only modifications needed are implementing the interface Task and including the run method.

To recognize, add, or replace the statements in the input source code the Eclipse JDT Core library [55] is used. This library enables the Gridificator to access the abstract syntax tree of a class and modify its content. The next pseudo code outlines the recognition and replacement of the “for” statement inside the step() method:

```java
public class GridVisitor extends org.eclipse.jdt.core.ASTVisitor {

    public boolean visit(ForStatement node) {
        // applies modifiers for 'for' statements
        List<ModifierByCriteria> listOfModifier = hashmap.get(node.getType());
        for(ModifierByCriteria mbc:listOfModifier){
            mbc.applyModifier(node)
        }
        return true;
    }

    public boolean visit(TypeDeclaration node) {
        
    }

    public boolean visit(ExpressionStatement node) {
        
    }
}

public class ModifierByCriteria {
    GridCriterion gc;
    GridModifier gm;
    // If the criterion is approved, the modification is realized
    public void applyModifier(ASTNode node) {
        if(gc.verifyCriterion(node){
            gm.apply(node);
        }
    }
}

public class ForCriterion implements GridCriterion{
    String className;
    String method;
    String entityName;

    public boolean verifyCriterion(ASTNode node){
        // checks if it is a 'for' statement of a task class, inside the 'step()' method, for the requested entity
    }
```
The Gridificator main interfaces are the GridCriterion and GridModifier. Each interface implementation represents, in case of GridCriterion, something to find in the original source code (criterion), and in case of GridModifier, how it is changed (modification). By visiting the complete source code structure, if a criterion is found a modification is applied. Meanwhile, the class ModifierByCriteria has a concrete instance of a criterion and a modification, thus its functionality is to apply the modification if the criterion is satisfied. This implementation uses the Strategy design pattern [56], so if the Gridificator software evolution needs new pieces of code that should be identified and modified, this is the place where they should be added.

In addition to tasks gridification, biophysical entities also have to be rewritten by the Gridificator. The entities have to be potentially shared by every node in the Grid, so every node executing tasks could have access to them. Thus, in order to Grid-enable entities, an universally unique identifier (UUID) and shared distributed memory access properties are added. Additionally, references to entity properties in sequential entity classes must be replaced by an UUID, and local access to those properties must be done through their getter methods, a code convention frequently used in Java development [57, 58]. The next code exemplifies a sequential entity:

```java
public class Mob {
    // attributes, plus getters & setters
    // (Father) Entity that contains this entity
    private Farm farm;

    public Farm getFarm() {
        return farm;
    }

    // Example method
    public void doSomething() {
        double area = farm.getArea();
        ...
    }
}
```

After applying the gridification process, by modifying class attributes and methods as explained, the next code exemplifies a Grid-enabled entity:

```java
public class Mob implements EntityMemory {
    // attributes plus getters & setters

    private UUID Id; // new attribute: shared memory access

    private SharedMemory sharedMemory; // new attribute: shared memory access
    // getters & setters for id, sharedMemory
```
All in all, the gridification approach automatically inserts parallel-related code, thus reducing developers involvement. In addition, to reduce the need for explicit parallel programming, the Dependency Injection (DI) pattern [35] was selected to separate Grid-aware code from business logic code over annotations in code [59, 60] and metaobjects usage [61] because of the higher decoupling DI provides. In this sense, the attributes of types Intermediary and SharedMemory used in tasks and entities respectively, are Java interfaces, thus, it is up to the DI container to create and set (hence “inject”) an object instance implementing the interfaces. The concrete implementations of Intermediary and SharedMemory interfaces enable the application to execute simulation tasks in parallel and distributed. The DI container and the concrete implementation of these interfaces are provided by the Framework (Section 4.2). As a consequence, the combination of DI with Java Beans, leads to a separation between the application logic code and the parallel-related code.

4.2. The Framework

The parallel task executor framework (Figure 4) is in charge of executing gridified codes produced by the Gridificator. The framework, implemented in Java, consists of four main software components: Simulator, Simulation, Intermediary and Scheduler. The Simulator component administrates every new simulation instance started by the user. Simulator uses the component Intermediary, which is the interface variable added by the Gridificator (Section 4.1) and acts as a proxy between a particular middleware –such as GridGain and Ibis– where the execution takes place and the Scheduler component which, through the Intermediary, launches each task to execute in parallel. Finally, the gridified application code, which consists of Grid-aware biophysical entities and tasks, is injected in the Simulation component because the EntityMemory and Task interfaces, added by the Gridificator, are essential parts of the simulation abstraction represented by this component.

The Scheduler component creates a direct acyclic task graph based on the XML defined by the user. This component uses a Breadth-first search (BFS) trace path approach for managing task execution strategies at runtime. The possible strategies are simulation, task flow, and data flow. The simulation strategy runs each simulation instance in parallel, but their tasks sequentially. The task flow strategy adds to the simulation strategy the possibility of running in parallel non-dependent tasks and tasks activated because of rule-driven task execution. Every task launched because of a condition fulfilled for a rule-driven task, it is executed in parallel, but all these tasks must be finished before the next task in the graph is executed. For example, taking into account the XML file defined in Section 4.1, when multiple births happen at a particular herd during the execution of the Reproduction task, this may produce that pasture available in the paddock where the herd is eating is not enough. For that reason the MoveHerd task could be executed in parallel while the Reproduction task continues its execution. But, the PregnancyTest task (the next task in the graph according to the XML file) must wait until both tasks finish. Finally, the data flow strategy extends the task flow strategy with the possibility of running dependent tasks using the parallel strategy under the consumer-producer entity scheme explained in Section 3. In other words, when a task

```java
private UUID farmUUID; //type changed and name changed

public Farm getFarm () {
    return sharedMemory.get(farm); //changed to share memory access
}

//Modified example method
public void doSomething () {
    double area = this.getFarm().getArea(); //changed to ensure access to shared memory
    ...
}
```
finishes processing an instance of an entity, the instance is released and then the dependent task can
lock it in order to perform its own processing.

The Scheduler, through the Intermediary, can run tasks in any node of the Grid, and for that reason
entities must be available from every node. Thus, together with the task execution middleware
abstraction, the Intermediary manages distributed memory accesses. As a consequence, the whole
entity hierarchy is stored in a distributed key-value database partially mapped to main memory in
nodes to increase access speed (Figure 5). Parallel Tasks require access to any stored entity. If a
task acquires the lock of an entity, any other-task requiring that entity has to wait for the associated
lock. The next code shows the abstract class SubTask contained in the Simulation component and
inserted by the Gridificator, which illustrates the behavior described:

```java
public abstract class SubTask<E extends EntityMemory> implements Runnable {
    UUID entityUUID;

    public void run() {
        // wait until the task gets the lock over the entity
        sharedMemory.lock(entityUUID);
        // get the entity from the distributed database
        E entity = sharedMemory.get(entityUUID);
        // process the entity
        processEntity(entity);
        // release the entity
        sharedMemory.put(entityUUID, entity);
        // save the entity
        sharedMemory.unlock(entityUUID);
    }

    public abstract void processEntity(E entity);
}
```

The selection of NoSQL databases—such as the selected key-value database—over relational
databases is based on the performance delivered by the former for simple operations like reads and
writes that involve small amounts of data [62]. In that sense, agricultural simulation applications
are composed of tasks that update Java attributes of entities many times during a simulation. For
example, property update tasks Intake and Grow read from the database entity attributes needed by
their mathematical models, and after the calculations, the tasks write to the results to the database,
which in turn correspond to another entity attributes. Thus, a key-value database is a good choice. In
addition to performance, key-value databases promote scalability, which is a desired nonfunctional
requirement in distributed environments.
Figure 5. Shared memory access

Regarding the particular NoSQL database employed to deploy JASAG, any database could be used, but the way it is integrated into the framework depends on the resource allocator being used. In this sense, two possible scenarios arise: either the resource allocator comes with a built-in NoSQL database or supports seamless integration with third-party NoSQL databases (e.g., GridGain), or neither of these holds (e.g., Ibis, Condor). In this latter case, both a NoSQL database and a proper client API to access the database should be installed on machines. For the purposes of this paper, we have used JASAG in conjunction with the GridGain middleware, which provides a built-in NoSQL database called In-Memory Data Grid (IMDG)∗ and was configured to use round robin load balancing for resource allocation.

Particularly, IMDG is essentially a distributed, in-RAM key-value cache backed up with disk-based permanent storage. To modify keys and values, the cache is equipped with a simple two-phase commit protocol over an ad-hoc socket-based network communication protocol. Lastly, keys and values can be transferred through the network in three formats: binary (serialized Java objects), XML and JSON.

5. EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION

In order to evaluate the proposed gridification method and the tool that implements it, Simugan [14] was used as a case study. Simugan is a whole-farm simulator, oriented to assist research, teaching, and technology transfer of alternative beef cattle production systems. A simulation is defined within a scenario, which contains entities, initial values, and conditional rules which are applied to tasks in order to represent decision making in a particular farm setting. Users build a scenario by accessing a Web site where, through different user interfaces, create, save, modify, retrieve, or delete their own scenario(s). Simulation outcomes are downloaded as a spreadsheet file.

Simugan is mainly used in agricultural undergraduate and graduate courses in Argentina to explore by proof and error strategies best action courses for alternative simulated farms. Furthermore, different graduate theses make an intensive use of that simulation tool for research purposes. At present, the expanded use of Simugan in additional agricultural schools across Argentina is under promotion, so a huge simulation burden will be produced sooner than later. Present and future uses of Simugan highlight the need to run these simulations in parallel. Additionally to scholarly usage, Simugan is used by INTA (Agricultural Technology National Institute, Argentina) researchers to conduct their investigations. INTA is a state agency in charge of technology innovation and research in agricultural topics. An example of Simugan usage by an

INTA researcher is Berger et al. [63], who studies the maize silage and oat winter forage crop impact on cow-calf systems. In our view, this performance requirements justify the application of the gridification method to Simugan.

The comparison was circumscribed to using the ASAG gridification method and its Java implementation because the software refactorings needed to adapt Simugan to workflow tools, CA or the tools which exploit the divide and conquer anatomy could have been very time consuming and impractical, as explained in Section 2.6. But even more important, the anatomy supported by the proposed gridification method matches the entity-task anatomy present in agricultural simulation applications. Nevertheless, the pure-workflow anatomy is represented by the task flow parallelization strategy of ASAG. Then, at least from a conceptual (not technical) perspective, the hybrid parallelization strategy of ASAG is compared against the pure (task-based) parallelization strategy followed by most workflow tools.

Based on what has been said, gridifying Simugan first involved the creation of an XML file needed by the Gridificator (XML defined in Section 4.1). Twenty one entities, such as FARM, ANIMAL, CALF, HERD and PADDOCK, 32 tasks such as GrowPasture, ControlGrazingPaddocks, UpdatePastureCover, AdjustPastureComposition, MoveHerds, FeedIntake and GrowAnimals, and the dependencies between tasks were included in that file. The 32 tasks generate a 32-node acyclic graph, thus during a simulation step, 32 sub steps are needed to execute every task sequentially (Figure 6 a). However, if the task flow and data flow dependencies between tasks are exploited, all tasks are executed in 28 (Figure 6 b) and 21 (Figure 6 c) sub steps, respectively.

After gridification, the gridified code was run in a cluster with 42 cores distributed in seven nodes, with the characteristics shown in Table II. All nodes run the GridGain 5.2 [60] middleware (GG from now on). GG is a mature Java middleware that provides a robust solution to both distributed storage and task execution. For distributed storage the GG In-Memory Data Grid was used, which is an object-based, ACID (Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, Durability) transactional, in-memory key-value store. It was configured in a way that the overall data set is divided equally between participating nodes, essentially creating one huge distributed in-memory store. On the other hand, the task execution was configured with a round robin load balancing in order to guarantee that every node in the execution environment is equally loaded. Furthermore, fault tolerance or security –as

![Figure 6. A portion of the tasks execution graph generated from the XML configuration file defined for Simugan](image-url)
Table II. Execution environment: node characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node</th>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>Net controller</th>
<th>RAM (GB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N1</td>
<td>AMD FX(tm)-6100, Six-Core Processor, running at 3.6 GHz</td>
<td>Realtek Semiconductor Co., Ltd. RTL8111/8168B PCI Express Gigabit</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N2</td>
<td>X6 1055T Processor, running at 2.8 GHz</td>
<td>Qualcomm Atheros AR2417 Wireless Network Adapter</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N3</td>
<td>N4</td>
<td>N5</td>
<td>N6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

well as other middleware-level services— are common in most classical Grid middlewares such as Satin [64, 65, 59], JPPF [66] or GG [60]. For that reason, these services are fully delegated by JASAG to the underlying middleware.

The performance metrics used for assessing Simugan simulations included execution time, speedup, efficiency, memory usage, CPU usage, and bytes transferred between nodes. These metrics were calculated at different simulation loads, i.e., $X$ simulations executing concurrently with $X = 1, 10, 50, 100, 150, 200$. Moreover, simulations are run with different parallelization strategies: (i) sequential, the original Simugan code run in a single node from one of the nodes with 16 GB RAM, (ii) simulation-level parallelization, where simulations are run concurrently as black boxes, (iii) task flow parallelization, where simulations and non dependent tasks inside simulations run concurrently, and (iv) data flow parallelization, where simulations, non dependent tasks inside simulations, and property update dependent tasks run concurrently.

Figure 7 shows the simulation execution time with different loads and parallelization strategies. The data flow parallelization strategy shows the lowest execution times followed by the simulation-level and the task flow parallelization strategies, and lastly, the sequential execution. The task flow strategy presents worse times compared to the simulation-level parallelization strategy, as there is not a large amount of independent tasks that can run in parallel: as it was mentioned earlier, simulation-level parallelization takes 32 sub steps while task flow takes 28 sub steps, so 4 tasks can run in parallel with other tasks during a simulation step. Thus, the parallelization and synchronization overheads produced by the Framework to administrate task flow execution leads to a negative impact in the overall execution time. However, the Framework implementation of the data flow strategy is based on the implementation of the task flow strategy, which, with the addition of the producer-consumer data scheme that enables concurrent execution of dependent property update tasks, produces the best execution times.

Besides execution times, Table III shows the speedup obtained by each parallelization strategy with respect to the sequential execution. The speedup metric measures how faster the parallel version of a code is versus its sequential version, i.e., $S_c = \frac{T_1}{T_c}$, where $c$ is the number of cores, $T_1$ is the sequential execution time on one core and $T_c$ is the parallel execution time using the $c$ cores. The ideal value for this metric, when cache effect is not present (super linear speedup) as in this case, is $S_c = c$, but obtaining this value would be possible only if byte transmission and parallel execution administration would not had any overhead. Another related metrics is efficiency, which measures how good core usage is in relation to the time needed to perform communication and task result synchronization: $E_c = \frac{S_c}{c} = \frac{T_1}{T_c}$. In that sense, Figure 8 shows results for the metrics mentioned. Particularly, Figure 8a and Figure 8b show speedup and efficiency results, respectively. These metrics reach its maximum when the number of simulations is close to the number of cores, then the values remain relatively similar.

The CPU average usage metric (Figure 9) was calculated from each core usage within one minute period, and then these values were averaged. The way the metric was calculated was supported by the CPU usage behavior observed through the GG visor [67], allowing us to check in each experiment that CPU usage had three stages as it was supposed. In a first stage, the CPU usage increases quickly as simulations are launched. In the second stage, the CPU usage is relatively constant during simulation execution. Lastly, in the last stage the CPU usage decreases...
Figure 7. Execution time (logarithmic scale)

Table III. Execution time and speedups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulation load</th>
<th>Sequential</th>
<th>Simulation-level parallelization</th>
<th>Task flow</th>
<th>Data flow</th>
<th>Speedup</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Execution time in seconds</td>
<td>Simulation-level</td>
<td>Task flow</td>
<td>Data flow</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1,174</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>7.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>5,895</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>361</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>15.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>11,837</td>
<td>704</td>
<td>735</td>
<td>507</td>
<td>16.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>17,854</td>
<td>1,119</td>
<td>1,175</td>
<td>724</td>
<td>15.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>23,921</td>
<td>1,395</td>
<td>1,538</td>
<td>1,030</td>
<td>17.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

as the simulations finish. Thus, it was important to measure the CPU average usage of the total environment by sampling CPU usage in the second stage mostly. The results of measurements during the second stage indicates that the CPU average usage increases as the simulation load grows, but when the simulation load is greater than the number of cores, the curve stabilizes. In other words, when the simulation load is lower than the number of cores, it is possible that not all the cores are used. Then, when the simulation load is greater than the number of cores, the curve growth depends on how long the cores are used, in other words, how much time the cores are processing tasks. Thus, the data flow parallelization strategy has a lower CPU usage because its execution time to process all simulations is the lowest.

Figure 10 shows the data transfer between nodes when running each simulation load. The data flow parallelization strategy exchanges less megabytes (MB) than any other strategy. Moreover, during the execution of each simulation load the three parallelization strategies exchange biophysical entities and control node data between nodes. The control node data includes node discovery, scheduling, fault tolerance, and authentication information, plus internal GG metrics values, among others. The difference in each simulation load between MB transferred for exchanging entities is zero because simulations have the same number of entities for the three
parallelization strategies. Indeed, the difference lies in the control node data exchanged during the simulation execution time. If the MB transferred are divided by the execution time of the experiment, the difference between each parallelization strategy at different loads is negligible, too. Thus, the result is explained by the data flow less execution time. In that sense, if simulation load grows, the bytes transfer metric will grow too, because it is correlated to the execution time.

In the case of the average memory usage, similarly to the average CPU usage, had three usage stages where the most important stage to measure is the second as in CPU usage metric. The second stage was calculated based on per-core memory usage values within one minute period, and then
these values were averaged. The average memory usage increases as the simulation load increases (Figure 11), which is the expected behavior. The data flow strategy uses less average memory than the other parallelization strategies. The reasoning is the same as the one used for byte transfer. All the strategies store the same entity bytes during the execution time, so the difference lies in the control node data along time.

Summarizing, the experiments show that parallelization strategies simulation, task flow and data flow supported by the Framework enable for speedups of 17, 15, and 23 times when running 200 concurrent Simugan simulations in the experimental testbed, respectively. These improvements
allow for Simugan to be used in domain-specific production and educational scenarios, because the total execution time of 200 concurrently simulations is reduced from 7 hours to around 25 minutes (task flow parallelization strategy). Even more, the data flow parallelization strategy presents a better overall performance for Simugan.

However, the metric values may change if the dependent tasks and the number of entities change. First, if the task dependencies change, i.e., more tasks can be run in parallel, the task flow might perform better than the simulation strategy. Second, if the number of entities to process in parallel by two dependent tasks is low, the data flow strategy might not present as good speedups, as in the Simugan study case. Then, it would be interesting for ASAG to exploit policies [68, 10]. Policies are dynamically-evaluated rules that “throttle” task granularity, considering that the data flow allows for light-weight tasks and task flow represents medium-weight tasks. Further, policies should consider the number of entities in case a light-weight granularity is set. For example, if there is a herd with 10 ANIMAL entities as input for a simulation, the overhead due to light-weight parallelization might increase the data flow execution time compared to the task flow times.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

As explained throughout this paper, the ASAG gridification method makes it possible for a sequential agricultural application with a specific anatomy to be turned into a parallel one. In that sense, ASAG allows developers with low expertise in gridification technologies to keep focused on the implementation and testing of the business logic code. When using the JASAG implementation, users should configure the Gridificator (Section 4.1) which does the necessary code conversions automatically. Then, the converted sequential code is run with the Framework (Section 4.2) in a Grid. The code produced by the Gridificator can be optionally modified by expert users to take advantage of middleware features.

Moreover, the Grid-enabled agricultural simulation application is independent from a particular middleware. Therefore, the middleware must support the master-worker execution paradigm and allow the execution of applications written in Java.

Experiments showed that the use of the gridification method ASAG, and its implementation JASAG, increases Simugan agricultural simulation application performance. Thank to this, it is now
possible to build larger simulations regarding amount of entities and simulation period extension, or increase the number of concurrent users of the simulation tool.

We are extending our work in several directions. In addition to policies [68, 10], we are studying techniques from the Autonomic Computing area [8] in order to manage distributed and parallel execution of parallel tasks. This area improves parallel and distributed execution by self-regulating middleware level parameters. However, to date, these techniques were applied over pure workflows systems only, thus it would be interesting to extend these concepts to work flow and data flow parallel execution alike.

On the other hand, we plan to study JASAG in the context of a WAN network. For this purpose, JASAG should manage the network overhead introduced if a simulation is divided among many geographically dispersed clusters for the task flow (iii) and the data flow (iv) gridification alternatives. One possibility is to develop an upper level simulation scheduler, to distribute tasks and entities of a particular simulation to the same cluster.

Additionally, a challenge presented after applying the gridification method to Simugan is how to deal with simulation results scattered in every node wherein simulation tasks are executed. In order to maximize performance, tasks are distributed among as many nodes as possible, and as a consequence partial (but heavy) simulation results are dispersed. In that sense, just the 200-simulation load experiment generates 14 GB of biological and farm management results, so the data collection to build the final spreadsheet file is very time-consuming. As a consequence, we plan to study Big Data [69] techniques like Map-Reduce [70] to improve overall system performance.
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